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Addendum:  Sample Stock Request Form Instructions 
This form can accommodate five part numbers. (Use more forms if necessary.) 
Section I is to be completed by the requester. Enter a list of part numbers (�). For 
each item, include expected unit sales price (�), and forecasted sales covering the next 
three months and subsequent three quarters (�). Enter total forecasted sales quantity 
and sales volume for each item (�) and the total forecasted sales of all items on the 
form (�). Enter the name of the company expected to purchase these items (�) and 
check the appropriate boxes in the “Risk Assessment” section (�). Add any additional 
comments that might help in the evaluation of your stock request (�). Sign and date the 
completed form (�). Have your supervisor sign and date the completed form (�).  Then 
submit the form to the appropriate inventory control specialist/manager. 
Section II is to be completed by an inventory control specialist/manager. For each 
item listed, determine the expected unit cost (�), the forecasted twelve-month cost of 
goods to be sold (�) and the expected lead time, in weeks (�). Assign a purchase 
class/category (�), an inventory management method (such as min-max or Up-To) (�) 
and initial values for the selected inventory management method (such as minimum 
stock level, maximum stock level, safety stock days, SSD) (�, �, �). Add any notes 
appropriate to your analysis (�). Meet with the requester to review your proposed 
inventory stocking plans. Once agreed to, sign and date the form (�) and implement the 
proposed stock plans. Attach a blank “Stock Request Quarterly Review Form” to this 
form and file appropriately, such as in a “Reminder Binder”, for subsequent reviews 
every three months. 
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